Emerging biological therapies for the treatment of myelodysplastic syndromes.
No drug has resulted in a survival advantage in patients with lower-risk myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS). While hypomethylating agents (HMA) have revolutionized treatment options for patients with higher-risk MDS, the prognosis remains dismal after HMA treatment failure. Novel effective therapies are urgently needed especially after HMA failure. This review covers the current approach to disease prognostication and risk-adaptive therapy, as well as novel therapeutic approaches. We discuss the recent advancements in the understanding of MDS disease biology as a basis of targeted drug development. Several classes of novel agents are reviewed including drugs targeting dysregulated epigenetic control mechanisms, signaling pathways, abnormal splicing, as well as agents that target the immune system and the MDS bone marrow niche. Significant advancements in the understanding of the underlying biology of MDS are only starting to be translated into novel treatment options for MDS. Epigenetic therapy has shown significant clinical activity with HMA but the results of clinical trials combining HMAs with histone deacetylase inhibitors (HDACi) have been disappointing to date. Similarly, targeting several aberrant pathways in MDS has not resulted in significant improvements in therapy. Future therapies will focus both on synergic combination of existing drugs as well as novel agents targeting dysregulated immune responses and abnormal RNA splicing in MDS.